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AK Jensen Limited appointed as main Execution Agent for international equities
by Athens Exchange Group
AK Jensen Limited has been appointed by Athens Exchange Group (ATHEX Group) as their
main Execution Agent for international equities for their XNET network. After a rigorous
selection process, AK Jensen Limited was selected based on their proven track record and
clear capabilities to deliver high levels of service and exceptional support for its members.
As an independent electronic agency brokerage, AK Jensen Limited provides multi-faceted
cross-border trade execution facilities, robust connectivity and access to global markets for
clients in 37 countries.
Sean Fitzgerald, CEO of AK Jensen Limited, commented: “To be chosen as ATHEX Group’s
principal Execution Agent for XNET is recognition of our insight and expertise of international
markets and is further testament to our reputation in the market. XNET members will benefit
from our extensive market coverage while giving AK Jensen Limited access to a new,
consolidated source of order flow through a single connection. We are looking forward to
working with ATHEX Group and helping them to strengthen their network.”

About AK Jensen Group Limited (“AK Jensen”):
AK Jensen is an independent brokerage and financial software group established in 1995. Together with
its subsidiaries it serves more than 100 global hedge fund and institutional clients in over 37 countries.
AKJ Accelerator is a leading turnkey, tier-one hedge fund solution. Launched in 2012, it manages all
necessary components involved with the set up and day-to-day operation of a fund, with minimal
distractions for the fund manager. The cost effective solution is designed to ensure that the fund
manager operates within a global legal and regulatory umbrella, whilst providing a trading infrastructure
that doesn’t limit performance. AKJ Accelerator is owned by AK Jensen and its subsidiaries.
www.akj.com
Notes to Editors about Athens Exchange Group:
Athens Exchange Group (ATHEX Group) is a group of companies that provide support to the Greek
Capital Market. ATHEX Group and its subsidiaries operate the organized Equities and Derivatives
markets, perform clearing and settlement of trades, supply integrated software solutions and services to
the Greek capital market community and promote the investment culture in Greece.
www.helex.gr

